
Modern businesses need a well-managed and highly-available 

network infrastructure which should ensure your network is safe, 

available and performing as it should. Covering everything from 

firewall services to content delivery and load balancing 

whilst keeping it secure. We set up everything so 

that you can easily get on with your 

day-to-day activities whilst proactively 

supporting your network, and 

are always available to 

support your business 

needs. From ensuring 

your firewall is 

capable of providing 

for your bandwidth, to 

actively managing your company’s 

WiFi network, we take care 

of everything.  

managed network

Benefits

O Take full advantage of your superfast connectivity  
 pipe, allowing it to flow to every device.
O Enjoy best in class hardware and all the benefits that  
 come with it - scalability, flexibility and uptime. 
O Protect your users and your data with an Optimity  
 managed firewall, complete with threat scanning and  
 protection, application security and web filtering. 
O Never worry about firmware updates. Everything is  
 rolled out automatically by our team of highly 
 accredited engineers, to ensure your network is  
 operating at peak efficiency on the latest releases. 
O Buying a managed service reduces the stress and  
 workload of your IT team, allowing them to provide  
 better service internally to staff and work on projects  
 that benefit your business. 

Solution specs

O Our engineering teams work closely with you to   
 understand your needs and supply the correct tech to  
 meet your expectations
O We manage the complete solution, from installation,  
 acceptance testing, hand over, through to support. All  
 of this is completed in house by our team of skilled  
 engineers
O Firmware/software updates completed remotely with  
 no service disruption
O Active monitoring of hardware for performance and  
 outages 
O Best in class manufacturer hardware used with our  
 solutions
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